This week we focused on the development of job seeker module and external systems also webMethods on the two meetings we held. But unfortunately we have not been able to make use of webMethods as we had desired.

Next week we plan to have more meetings. We aim to finalize first version of our project by means of these meetings.

Derya GULERARSLAN  @AIVA

Last week, we mainly tried to be ready for demonstration at Friday. I and Derya worked on Integration server and web-services. I prepared an external web-site basically. Emrah and Damir continued to development of job-seeker module.

This week, we will have two meetings. In this meetings, we will work on same aspects in order to complete first part of our project.

Fatma Ürek
aiva
Last week we had two meetings. The first one was on Thursday and the second one was on Saturday. In these meetings Damir and I continued to develop job-seeker module. The other members of our group studied on external site and Integration Server.

Next week we will have three or four meeting. In these meetings we will complete the first version of our project. Then we will start employer module.

Emrah Uyaroglu/AIVA

Last week we met twice, on Thursday and Saturday respectively. I and Emrah dealt with job-seeker part of the project. On the other hand Derya and Fatma examined Integration server and started with external site. We have serious concerns about whether to use integration server during development, because it turned out to be really tough tool.

Next week we will meet three times. There is a demo this week on Friday so we need to work hard.

Damir Kalashnikov/AIVA